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Abstract

These release notes contain the latest information about new features, enhancements, fixes, and issues contained in the AMQ Online 1.3 on OpenShift Container Platform release.
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CHAPTER 1. FEATURES

1.1. ADDRESS FEDERATION

You can federate a standard address space type with another AMQP server, meaning that an address of the remote AMQP server is mapped into the address space.

To enable address federation, you need to create an address space connector. For more information see Address space connector examples.

1.2. MESSAGE FORWARDING

Message store-and-forward involves automatically forwarding messages from a local address to a remote AMQP server outside of AMQ Online, or forwarding messages from a remote AMQP server to a local address.

To enable message store-and-forward, you first need to create an address space connector, and then you need to create an address forwarder for each address. For more information see Address space connector examples and Address forwarding examples.

For message store-and-forward, with the queue address type, messages can be forwarded to a remote AMQP server or messages can be forwarded from a remote AMQP server to a local queue. With the subscription address type, you can create a forwarder to a remote AMQP address, but you cannot create a forwarder that copies messages to the subscription.

Note that when using the message store-and-forward method to move messages from a local address to an address of the remote AMQP server, the way that the remote AMQP server signals error conditions, such as space constraints or other transient issues, is important. If the remote server uses the AMQP 1.0 rejected delivery state, affected messages are placed into the global dead-letter queue (DLQ). Using the Red Hat AMQ Console, you can view the number of messages that have been rejected in this way. For more information about how to view these messages in the Red Hat AMQ Console, see Viewing message and connection statistics using the Red Hat AMQ Console.

1.3. PURGE QUEUES AND SUBSCRIPTIONS

Using the Red Hat AMQ Console, you can purge—that is, clear all messages from—queues and subscriptions. For more information see Purging queues and subscriptions.
CHAPTER 2. ENHANCEMENTS

2.1. LATER VERSIONS OF AMQ BROKER AND AMQ INTERCONNECT

AMQ Online on OpenShift Container Platform 1.3 is based on AMQ Broker 7.5 and AMQ Interconnect 1.6.

2.2. IMPROVED PERFORMANCE WITH A LARGE NUMBER OF ADDRESSES

When creating a large number of addresses, performance is improved.
CHAPTER 3. TECHNOLOGY PREVIEW

3.1. INTERNET OF THINGS (IOT) CONNECTIVITY

The Internet of Things (IoT) connectivity in AMQ Online provides remote service interfaces for connecting large numbers of IoT devices to a messaging back end. This Technology Preview feature includes the ability to use protocols common to IoT and to enable common IoT use cases, allowing you to register devices and credentials. For more information see Getting Started with Internet of Things (IoT) on AMQ Online.

For AMQ Online 1.3, two protocol adapters were added: LoRaWAN and SigFox. For more information, see IoT connectivity concepts.

In addition, a Red Hat DataGrid-based device registry was also added.

A simplified installation method is now available for IoT. Using the OpenShift Container Platform 4.x console, you can install the IoT components using the AMQ Online Operator.
CHAPTER 4. RESOLVED ISSUES

4.1. ABILITY TO INSTALL THE AMQ ONLINE OPERATOR INTO A SPECIFIC NAMESPACE

Using OpenShift Container Platform 4.x, you can install the AMQ Online Operator into a specific namespace. For more information, see Installing AMQ Online from the OperatorHub using the OpenShift web console.

4.2. RESOLVED ISSUES FOR AMQ ONLINE 1.3.2

For additional details about all of the issues resolved in AMQ Online 1.3.2, see AMQ Online 1.3.x Resolved Issues.
CHAPTER 5. KNOWN ISSUES

- **ENTMQMAAS-1281**: Resources not deleted when uninstalling AMQ Online using OLM on OpenShift Container Platform 4.1
  
  **Workaround**: For the workaround about how to remove all resources when uninstalling AMQ Online using the Operator Lifecycle Manager (OLM), see Removing remaining resources after uninstalling AMQ Online using the Operator Lifecycle Manager.

- **ENTMQBR-2908**: When using message store-and-forward, messages are forwarded to the remote AMQP server and are then removed from the local address. If the remote server rejects a message, the rejected message is placed into the global dead-letter queue (DLQ). Examples of when the server might reject a message include space constraints or other transient issues. If the remote AMQP server is an AMQ broker, be aware that it functions in this way.
  
  **Workaround**: To resolve this situation, you must connect to a client and consume from the global DLQ address, `GLOBAL_DLQ`.
CHAPTER 6. IMPORTANT LINKS

- Red Hat AMQ 7 Supported Configurations
- Red Hat AMQ 7 Component Details
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